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OPENING SHOT
Do not tilt your screens... This is NOT photoshopped to
increase the angle. This is the Dakar Rally!
Picture: Newspress

PRODRIVE CELEBRATES 30

YEARS OF WINNING IN 2014

On 27 January 1984 Prodrive competed in and won its first
ever event, the Qatar International Rally - the first round
of the inaugural FIA Middle East Rally Championship
(MERC). 30 years, 1123 events and 262 wins later,
Prodrive is now not only one of the most successful
motorsport operations in the world, but has diversified
into a business developing advanced technology and
lightweight composites for the automotive, aerospace
and defence sectors, employing more than 500 people
in the UK.
Words: H&H. Picture: Newspress.
In 1984, the Porsche 911 SC RS driven by local Qataridriver Saeed Al Hajri went on to win the 1984 Middle East Rally
Championship (MERC), while Henri Toivonen campaigned the
same car in the European Rally Championship (ERC), just
missing out on the title as the result of a back injury.
Prodrive chairman, David Richards, recalls that first
event: “We entered a fairly standard Porsche 911 in our first
rally in Qatar and survived numerous problems as the car was
far more suited to the race track than desert roads! The Porsche
came straight from the factory in Germany and it was to be the
first of numerous successes we enjoyed with Saeed Al Hajri,
but winning our first event was particularly memorable.”
Since 1984, Prodrive has competed in 472 rallies,
261 in the WRC, winning 132 and finishing on the podium on
a further 182 occasions. It has also competed in 651 races
winning 130 and finishing on the podium 266 times. Perhaps
the most iconic moment in the company’s history was Colin
McRae’s victory on the RAC Rally in 1995, making him Britain’s
first World Rally Champion and bringing Subaru the first of three
consecutive manufacturer titles. Prodrive brought further WRC

titles for Richard Burns in 2001 and Petter Solberg in 2003.
While Prodrive is often best known for its 19-year
association with Subaru, around half of all its 871 rally car
starts were made with other manufacturers including Porsche,
MG, BMW and MINI. Indeed, Prodrive first competed in the
WRC in 1984 at the Acropolis and would win its first WRC event
in a privately-entered BMW driven by Bernard Beguin at the
Tour de Corse in 1987.
Before its focus on the WRC in the early 1990s,
Prodrive had already won three British Rally Championships,
two Middle East Rally Championships, two Belgian titles, two
French and an Irish championship, and would go on to win four
Asia-Pacific titles during the 1990s with Subaru as well as the
SCCA Pro Rally Championship in the USA in 2001.
Some of the greatest names in rallying and racing
have driven for Prodrive over the years. The 55 rally drivers
include 11 World Rally champions: McRae, Kankkunen, Vatanen,
Alen, Mikkola, Sainz, Auriol, Burns, Solberg, Makinen and
Gronholm.These drivers were supported by 66 co-drivers. The
108 racing drivers include all the best touring and sports car
drivers including Sytner, Menu, Tarquini, Weaver, Hoy, Rydell,
Thompson, Lowndes, Brabham and Turner as well as F1 stars
like Villeneuve, Warwick, Palmer, Lamy, Salo, Verstappen and
Davidson. While some, including Colin McRae, Warwick and
Sarrazin, drove in both categories, McRae taking a podium at
Le Mans in 2004.
Throughout the last 30 years, but particularly during
the last decade, Prodrive has also supported customers running
race and rally cars built by Prodrive in championships across
the world. In 2013 alone, Aston Martin Racing customers, took
part in over 500 races.

Today, while motorsport remains core to Prodrive, it is
just one of four businesses which include advanced technology,
composites and Brand&amp;, which produces the clothing
collections for many motorsport teams, as well as automotive
and sports brands.
“Walk around our headquarters in Banbury or our
composite facility in Milton Keynes today and you are just as
likely to see us making major assemblies and bodywork for
sports and luxury vehicles as you are race and rally cars,”
said Richards. “Indeed, we are currently working on satellite
components, the next Mars Rover, first class cabins for
commercial jets and the latest technologies for electric and
hybrid cars.”
“Prodrive today is a far cry from when we started
in 1984 in a small workshop at Silverstone, when the whole
company would sit around the lunch table. Nowadays it’s the
diverse nature of the business that’s our strength and whilst
I am certain we will still be racing cars in the future, I am
equally certain that the technology we’ll be applying will be
quite different to that of today.”
In numbers:
1123 events: 472 rallies, 651 races
262 wins: 132 rallies, 130 races
2274 car starts: 871 rally, 1403 race
6 WRC titles
3 Le Mans titles
4 BTCC titles
158 drivers

ATKO TO GET HIS HYUNDAI

DEBUT AT RALLY MEXICO

Following its debut in the FIA World Rally
Championship (WRC) at Rallye Monte-Carlo earlier
this month, the Hyundai Shell World Rally Team
announced that Chris ‘Atko’ Atkinson will drive the
#8 Hyundai i20 WRC for Rally Mexico, Round Three
of the championship.
Words: H&H. Picture: Hyundai WRC.
The 34-year-old Australian will be joined by his
co-driver Stéphane Prévot in the second Hyundai i20 WRC
entered into Rally Mexico and will compete alongside the
team’s lead driver Thierry Neuville (Hyundai i20 WRC #7)
in one of the toughest rounds of the WRC season.
The talented Australian first joined Hyundai
Motorsport as a test driver in July 2013 bringing a wide
knowledge of the WRC to support the development
of the car in only six months. After being confirmed in
early December as one of the drivers to share the second
Hyundai i20 WRC at selected events during 2014, Atko will
make his competitive debut with the car at Rally Mexico in
March, an event where he scored his best-ever WRC finish
- second place in 2008.
Atkinson said: “It has been a great pleasure to
have been involved in the testing of the Hyundai i20 WRC
but to have the opportunity to contest Rally Mexico with
the team is fantastic. I have had several good results in
Mexico, including my best WRC finish of second place in
2008, so I have some great memories of this event and
the Mexican fans. It will be the competitive debut of the
Hyundai i20 WRC on gravel so it will be interesting to see
how we can perform. I know how hard everyone has been
working to prepare for this season so I hope we can repay
them with a good result!”

BIG SMALL CAR AND THE MONTE
A big victory for the small car: 50 years ago the
classic Mini won the Rallye Monte-Carlo for the
first time. Paddy Hopkirk made the one-off British
small car a motorsport legend in January 1964 –
and Timo Mäkinen and Rauno Aaltonen repeated
the triumph in 1965 and 1967.
Words: H&H. Pictures: BMW Newspress.

Now 80-years-old, Hopkirk’s eyes still
light up when he recalls the driving qualities of his
winning car: “Although the Mini was only a little
family saloon, technically it had a lot of advantages.
Its front-wheel drive and front-mounted transverse
engine were a great advantage, and the fact the
car was smaller and the roads were ploughed,
they were quite narrow, so I suppose that was an
advantage. We were very lucky – the car was right,
everything happened at the right time and came
together at the right moment.”
It was the legendary “Night of the Long
Knives”, the penultimate stage of the ‘Monte,’
which put the Mini Cooper S with car number 37
and the now famous licence plate 33 EJB on course
for victory that winter of 1964. Hopkirk crossed the
finish line just 17sec off the pace set by his chief
adversary Bo Ljungfeldt in the far more powerful
V8-powered Ford Falcon. The handicap formula at
the time – designed to even out the weight and
power differences between the various cars –
meant the Mini actually led the way in the overall
standings. And Hopkirk defended his advantage in
the sprint through the streets of Monte-Carlo that
rounded off the rally. At the winner’s ceremony,
he shared the cheers of the crowd with his teammates. Timo Mäkinen’s fourth-place finish and
Rauno Aaltonen’s seventh overall set the seal on
the success of the Mini Cooper S and ushered in
the era of the “Three Musketeers” in the Rallye
Monte-Carlo history books.
The classic Mini’s victory was celebrated
with particular excitement in its native Britain.
Hopkirk received a congratulatory telegram from
the British government and the Beatles were
also among those leading the applause. “I got a
telegram from the Beatles,” remembers Hopkirk.
“That was followed by a photograph of the four
of them autographed to me saying: ‘You’re one
of us now, Paddy.’ And it’s very nice to have that
nowadays.”
The triumph of the Mini in the ‘Monte’
was lauded as a sensation by motorsport fans
around the world. But this wasn’t a success that

came entirely out of the blue: the small car developed
by Alec Issigonis, then Deputy Technical Director at the
British Motor Corporation, possessed an inherent sporting
talent from birth. The first person to spot this potential
was John Cooper. The sports car designer was the driving
force behind construction of a more powerful version of the
car. The Mini produced only 34hp at launch, but its frontwheel drive, low weight, wide track and comparatively
long wheelbase made it an extremely agile four-seater and
paved the way for its forays onto race circuits and rally
courses.
As early as 1960, big-name racing drivers like
Graham Hill, Jack Brabham and Jim Clark were spotted
testing the cornering flair of the John Cooper-tuned small
car on the Silverstone Formula One track. However, the
classic Mini was most at home in rallying. Patt Moss, sister
of Grand Prix driver Stirling Moss, piloted it to wins in the
Tulip Rally and Baden-Baden Rally in 1962. And by the
following year, the diminutive British car was ready to burst
into the public consciousness at the Rallye Monte-Carlo.
Preceding years had been a tough learning experience for
the works team, but now they would make people sit up
and take notice. Aaltonen and Hopkirk drove the 55hp Mini
Cooper to a one-two finish in their Class, which was good
enough for third and sixth places overall.
It was clear that the classic Mini was better
equipped than any other car to pull off the classic David vs
Goliath act. John Cooper had long suspected that the car
had what it took. Back in 1959 he instructed Roy Salvadori
to drive a prototype to the Italian Grand Prix in Monza.
The journey itself turned into a race between Salvadori
and fellow racing driver Reg Parnell at the wheel of an
Aston Martin DB4. The result confirmed what Cooper had
foreseen in his mind’s eye: the Cooper-prepared classic
Mini arrived around an hour earlier than the much more
powerful Aston.
Identifiable from a distance with their tartan red
bodywork and white roofs, the six small racers dispatched
by the BMC works team for the Rallye Monte-Carlo in 1964
were – at least on paper – fighting against the tide once
more. The Mini Cooper S lined up at the start for the first
time. Its new four-cylinder engine now had an increased
1071cc capacity and output had also been boosted to

around 90hp. This was a lot more than in previous years but still
modest in the face of competition from the likes of the MercedesBenz 300 SE and Ford Falcon, whose six-cylinder and V8 units had
three or four times more power at their disposal
The 33rd edition of the ‘Monte’ began – as was traditional
at the time – with a nod to the origins of the event, the cars
starting from nine European cities before converging on the
French city of Reims. The Hopkirk/Liddon partnership got their
journey with the Mini Cooper S under way in Minsk, while for
Aaltonen and Tony Ambrose the Monte adventure started in Oslo,
and Timo Mäkinen and Patrick Vanson set off from Paris. The Mini
successfully negotiated all these journeys and all six works cars
were able to take their place in the 277-strong field in Reims. The
first stage of the rally to Saint-Claude brought together the two
cars which were to define the 1964 ‘Monte’ from start to finish.
Ljungfeldt roared to the top of the time sheets in his Ford Falcon,
but Hopkirk remained hot on his heels in his Mini. The next leg of
the rally was made up largely of mile-long flat-out sections, but
Hopkirk refused to let his big-engined rivals build up a decisive
advantage. The “Night of the Long Knives” would become the
day of reckoning; this was the Mini’s chance to demonstrate
its talents to the full. “It was quite snowy that year, so we had
done a lot of practising and preparing,” explains Hopkirk. “The

Mini was particularly good downhill, and all the tests were up and
downhill, so what we lost going up, I think we made up for going
downhill.”
Irresistible handling, correct tyre choice, Hopkirk’s gifts
at the wheel and the snow – which slowed the bigger cars down –
all came together and ensured that Hopkirk was able to take over
the lead on the Col de Turini. However, it remained a tight contest
all the way to the finish with Ljungfeldt again posting the fastest
time on the final stage through Monte-Carlo. Hopkirk was also
squeezing everything from his Mini once again and hung onto his
advantage to wrap up the win. “It’s not like rallying today when
you know where you are. I had to do the final circuit, then the
journalists told me I had won and I couldn’t believe it. It surprised
the world and us, so it was very nice,” recalls Hopkirk.
The following year Timo Mäkinen and co-driver Paul
Easter ensured the Mini would retain its title. They were helped
by a new engine with capacity increased to 1275cc, but it was the
Scandinavian’s driving skill that landed the decisive blow. Mäkinen
was the only driver to remain penalty-point-free throughout the
rally distance, despite the fact that the 1965 ‘Monte’ was providing
one of the most exacting tests in the history of the event. Epic
levels of snow and ice made the going seriously tough, but that
didn’t stop the organisers including a second night stage through

the Maritime Alps in the programme. Mäkinen and his Mini
appeared impervious to the deteriorating conditions. The
Finn won five of the six special stages on the final leg of the
rally and finished the event with a handsome margin over the
second-placed car.
The most impressive and also most dramatic Rallye
Monte-Carlo for the “Three Musketeers” was to follow in 1966.
Mäkinen, Aaltonen and Hopkirk dominated the event from the
start, and it was in this order that they completed a clean
sweep of the top three positions overall at the finish. Public
enthusiasm for the Minis appeared to be boundless – as was
the disappointment when the French race commissioners
revealed their decision to disqualify the trio on account of
lights that allegedly did not conform with official regulations.
This was also the reason given for removing the fourth-placed
Lotus Cortina from the classification, which meant that the
Finnish Citroën driver Pauli Toivonen was crowned the winner.
The dream of a Monte hat-trick lay in tatters, but the “Three
Musketeers” resolved to return at the earliest opportunity.
In the winter of 1967 Hopkirk, Mäkinen and Aaltonen
lined up alongside two other BMC works teams for the ‘Monte.’
And this time neither the rules nor the other cars could stand
between the Mini and victory. Aaltonen was joined by Henry
Liddon – Paddy Hopkirk’s co-driver from the successful 1964
edition – for his latest assault on the rally. The Finnish-British
team clicked straight into gear. Aaltonen guided the Mini to
what was this time an undisputed victory with 12sec to spare.
And nobody was more pleased for the duo than Hopkirk:
“Henry Liddon was really an outstanding co-driver. But the
co-drivers never got enough credit, you know. They did a
fantastic job in reading the notes and they were the office
manager of the car.”
Hopkirk finished the 1967 Monte Carlo Rally in sixth
place and also drove the Mini to fifth overall the following year.
Aaltonen was third in 1968. However, the era of the small
car that stormed to the summit of rally racing was clearly
approaching an end. Its rivals had grown just too powerful and
the sporting zenith of the Mini was now behind it. Memories
of that famous triumph in the winter of 1964 will forever burn
bright, and the “Three Musketeers” have written an indelible
chapter into the history of motor sport.

LATVIA SET FOR THRILLING ACTION
The battle for outright victory on Round Two of FIA’s
European Rally Championship (ERC) is set to light up the
Latvian winter wonderland on Rally Liepāja this weekend.
To boot, 15 of the sport’s most promising young talents
will be embarking on an exciting new adventure when
the FIA ERC Junior Championship gets underway.
Words: H&H. Picture: ERC Media.
A new initiative for the 2014 season, the ERC Junior
Championship is for drivers 25-years-old and under using R2spec machinery on control Michelin tyres. Counting their best
four scores from seven events, including one gravel-based rally,
the winner will get the use of an R5 car on selected rounds of
the ERC in 2015.
Rally Liepāja took place for the ﬁrst time in 2013 when
it ran up the Baltic coast from Liepāja to Ventspils in the far
west of the country. With Ventspils no longer included on the
itinerary, a revamped route features in 2014 meaning that all
but one stage is completely unchanged from 2013, while the
Rallyofchampions.com stage, run twice on Sunday, has never
been used before. This is the second event of the 2014 season
to count for ERC Ice Master points, which rewards surface
specialists competing in the European Championship.
A Qualifying Stage at 15h00 local time on Friday
determines the start order for Leg One among the FIA and ERC
priority drivers, with crews cross the starting ramp on Liepāja’s
promenade at 20h00 ahead of the competitive action getting
underway on Saturday morning. Leg One is based around the
town of Kuldīga, 88km north of Liepāja, and includes three

repeated stages. Sunday’s route consists of a further three
repeated tests, this time centred on Aizpute 50km north of
host city Liepāja where the ﬁnish will take place at 16h25. 56
crews have entered the rally, which also counts as a round of the
Latvian Rally Championship.
For the ERC Junior category, Petter Kristiansen
(Norway), Mattias Olsson (Sweden) and Steve Røkland (Norway)
are well versed in driving on snow and ice. Fabrizio Andolﬁ and
Andrea Crugnola will ﬂy the ﬂag for Italy, and young Romanian
Florin Tincescu too. German promise Marijan Griebel heads
the new ADAC Opel Rallye Junior Team, Chris Ingram has won
numerous awards in the United Kingdom, while Jean-Mathieu
Leandri (France) impressed on several ERC runs in 2013. Tomas
Pospisilik (Czech Republic) is a graduate from autocross, while
Kevin van Deijne (Netherlands) and Aleks Zawada (Poland)
complete the entry of promising young stars.
Having challenged for victory in Latvia last season,
Peugeot Rally Academy’s Irish ace Craig Breen is one of the
favourites to win on his ﬁrst start in this year’s ERC. However,
ERC event winner Esapekka Lappi will also be in contention as the
Finn gets his ERC campaign underway with Skoda Motorsport.
German talent Sepp Wiegand will pilot a second factory Fabia
S2000 under the Skoda Auto Deutschland banner. Bryan Boufﬁer
will be a contender in his debut in a Citroën DS3 RRC. Russian
rising star Vasily Gryazin is highly rated, while Jaromír Tarabus
is embarking on a year-long ERC assault with Kresta Racing.
Kajetan Kajetanowicz, the four-time Polish champion, was a
stage winner on the ERC season-opener in Austria at the wheel

of his LOTOS Rally Team Ford Fiesta R5. French drivers Robert
Consani and Jean-Michel Raoux will aim to score ERC points in
their Peugeot 207 S2000s. Seven drivers from Czech Republic
will be in action, including former ERC Production Car Cup
frontrunner Jaroslav Orsák and ERC stalwart Antonín Tlusťák.
Robert Adolf will compete in a Kresta Racing Fabia.
The ERC Production Car Cup will be hotly contested,
with Estonia’s Siim Plangi, last year’s winner Vytautas Švedas
from Lithuania, Austrian Hermann Neubauer, plus Hungarian
duo András Hadik and Kornél Lukács all set to shine. Former
rallycross star Łukasz Kabaciński steps up from the ERC 2WD
Championship.
The competition will also be close among the twowheel-drive runners. With the 15 ERC Junior drivers also eligible
for ERC 2WD points, the entry is not just big on quality but also
quantity. Category regulars Sławomir Ogryzek and Renato Pita
will go up against several local drivers including Latvians Ralfs
Sirmacis and Kristaps Feldmanis.
Ukrainian glamour model Inessa Tushkanova will be
making her long awaited return to the ERC having been able
to start in Latvia last year following a crash on a practice rally
the previous weekend. Driving a Mitsubishi Lancer, Tushkanova
will go up against Ekaterina Stratieva in the ERC Ladies’ Trophy.
The event will take on added signiﬁcance for Stratieva, with the
Bulgarian driver stepping up to a Subaru Impreza for the ﬁrst
time, having competed in two-wheel-drive machinery only in
the past.

HIGGINS CLAIMS STRONG
OPENING RALLY AMERICA VICTORY
Subaru Rally Team USA’s David Higgins/Craig Drew won
Sno*Drift Rally this weekend to take the first victory of the
2014 Rally America National Championship season.
Words: H&H. Picture: SRT USA.
It was a close 02min 10.5sec finish for Higgins/Drew
over Rockstar Energy Drink Rally Team’s Antoine L’Estage/Marshal
Clarke, considering that getting stuck in a snowbank could change
a team’s fortune instantly. L’Estage led Sno*Drift early on the first
day, even having a punctured tyre on SS5. Meanwhile, Higgins
dealt with overheating issues of his own and lost valuable time
when his hood popped open and obscured their view through an
entire stage. After the first service, Higgins bypassed L’Estage for
the lead and never relinquished it.
Super Production’s Lauchlin O’Sullivan/Scott Putnam

took the Class win and finished an impressive third overall. The
Class victory returns the 2012 Super Production champs to their
former glory after a disappointing 2013 rally season that resulted
in missed events and poor performance. Dillon Van Way/Andrew
Edwards finished in second place for their third consecutive podium
stemming from last year since moving into Super Production from
the Two-Wheel Drive (2WD) category. 2013 Rookie of the Year,
Nick Roberts, with co-driver Rhianon Gelsomino rounded out the
podium for third place. Super Production finishers took four of the
top seven spots at Sno*Drift.
In 2WD, Scion Racing Rally xD’s new team, Matthew
Johnson/Jeremy Wimpey took their Class win. Johnson was
expecting a challenge from Ford Racing’s Andrew Comrie-Picard,
but the anticipated battle never materialized following Comrie-

Picard losing 35min after getting stuck in a snowbank. ComriePicard’s misfortune helped move brothers Troy and Jeremy Miller
into second place for their first ever national podium. Honda
Performance Development’s James Robinson/Jordan Guitar took
third and also took the B-SPEC Class victory in the process.
Robinson is the reigning 2013 B-SPEC Champion and he took an
important first step in defending his title.
With David Higgins and Lauchlin O’Sullivan’s Sno*Drift
Rally victories, Subaru receives an early lead in the 2014
Manufacturers’ Championship points standings in both the Overall
and Super Production categories. Matthew Johnson handed Scion
the manufacturer win in 2WD and James Robinson helped Honda
continue their B-SPEC domination.

CLOSING SHOT

Mad Mads Ostberg about to put his foot flat on the
accelerator pedal...
Picture: Citroën Racing

